Holy Crap
Last Chapter
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After seeing how Christians believe in spirits, devils, demons, satan,
a Rapture, transubstantiation, heaven, hell, resurrection of the physically
dead, modern-day Jews as the chosen, the end of the planet earth, etc.,
why wouldn’t they believe in man-made global warming and homosexual
marriages, that unborn babies are not human, that war is not of God,
socialized medicine is compassionate, the death penalty is inhumane, and
paying for people who refuse to work is good? Why wouldn’t a people
believe anything a politician throws their way? Our political system is a
direct result of the ignorance and the lack of character in our churches
today. Our declining and eroding morals come from the lack of tenacity to
stand against evil from the pulpits of our churches. Our society is a
reflection of what Christians will and will not do. Our society and politics are
a result of what the church teaches or does not teach. Our gullibility as a
nation to vote for a Democratic Party that kills unborn babies, promotes
sodomy and other abnormal sexual deviances, praises world religions that
reject Jesus, takes Christian prayer out of schools, removes the Ten
Commandments from public places, and was the slave-owning party that
ran against Lincoln, has been a result of a failed church. This is all a direct
failure of true Christianity. Our churches have been replaced by
emotionally-driven false doctrines. It is also a direct result of a bunch of
sheep led to the slaughter who refuse to question false beliefs out of the
fear of rejection. I am not one to point the finger at politicians who have
been voted in by ignorant, unlearned people. I point the figure at religions
that hijacked the Gospel and created an environment for such degradation
in our government. I truly believe that a true Christian would never vote for
a Democrat. One who says he is a Christian and then turns right around
and votes for a Democrat, is a deceiver. Remember, as we have seen in
this book, the church has been dumbed down with such false doctrines to
the point that it has rendered Christians helpless and stuck in what is real,
and what isn’t. This, in turn, is a reflection of the breakdown of social
morality. Because doctrine is perverted, society is perverted. Because
doctrine is superstitious, politics are superstitious. Because the church is
passive, so are our elected officials. Because our doctrine is overly

emotional, so are the voters emotional. So goes the church, so goes the
country.
Preachers like Pat Robertson and the late Jerry Falwell, who have
preached against social sins with one side of their mouth, turn right around
with the other side of their mouth and render their credibility unbelievable
because of their false superstitious Bible doctrines. Many keep saying that
the United States is a democracy when, in reality, we are not a democracy,
but a Christian Constitutional Republic. Many say we have freedom of
religion but we refuse to understand what freedom of religion actually
means and what the original intent of the forefathers was. Our founding
forefathers never in million years imagined we would accept a world
religion as a real religion. Their goal in that amendment was to not have a
denomination of Christianity run the government like Rome or England, but
that we would be governed by Biblical Christianity. On the back of our onedollar bill, there is the great seal given to us by our founders. This seal
displays a pyramid with the all-seeing eye. The words inscribed around itin
Latin say, “Annuit –Coeptis –Novus –Ordo Seclorum.” In English,
“Announcing –The birth of –New –Order Secular.” In other words,
announcing the birth of the new secular order.
This great seal is symbolizing that we were once enslaved
by the Church of England and the king, but now we have been set free like
the children of Israel from the bondage of Egypt, and the all-seeing eye of
God, who led us to this promised land, is upon us. We will not be governed
by the denomination of a religion like the place we just escaped from, but
by Biblical Christianity. Therefore, secular means without religion. It does
not mean without the God of the Holy Bible or without Christ. Our founders
ran our government based on Biblical Christianity, not from the standpoint
of a denomination. Religion and Christianity are altogether different.
Therefore, they gave all the right to practice Christianity within one’s own
Christian denomination. They didn’t mean anything that someone deemed
as a religion. For example, one cannot come to this country and sacrifice
animals at an altar without adhering to our sanitation laws. One cannot
come to this country and have two or more wives. Why? Because it is
against our Christian-based laws. One cannot have under-aged wives or
kill an adulterer or mutilate a 14-year-old virgin so she cannot experience
pleasurable sex. These things are not consistent with our Christian
principles, nor are they consistent with the principles our country was
founded on. Therefore, one cannot practice their true religion in this country
unless it conforms to biblical, civil Christianity. From the beginning of the
Democratic Party, its members have been abusing and forcing our laws to

reflect uncivil, savage religions as normal. Andrew Jackson, a Democrat,
ran off innocent women and children from their homes because they were
of Indian descent. He did this by overriding Congress and went against the
advice of the Whigs and the moralist political party’s advice. This was
recorded in history as the Trail of Tears. The Democratic Party fought
against the first Republican president, Abraham Lincoln, regarding slavery.
Their justification for slavery hinged on the idea that black people were not
fully human, therefore they did not deserve the protection of our
Constitution that all men are endowed by their Creator to be free. This
same argument is vehemently being defended by the Democratic Party
today in order to accept the murder of unborn babies. They argue that an
unborn baby is not considered a viable human, therefore, they are okay
with killing them. Martin Luther King Jr. was a registered Republican
because he knew that the Democratic Party represented the slave owners
and oppressors of the peoples of color. Starting in the 1960s, the church in
the Northern states started becoming ineffective. This led President Lyndon
B. Johnson to find a way to keep the Democratic Party from being seen as
racist slave owners in order to counter King’s preaching. Johnson came up
with an idea to enslave black people once again. He started promising
them protection from white people, Republicans. He started programs that
would give African-Americans everything for free. Free food, medicine,
welfare, housing, etc. This led many black Americans to take the bait-andswitch, gaslighting tactic. These black Americans in the North had no idea
that they were selling their souls to years of poverty once again. Now the
Democratic Party not only ensures their votes but also keeps them
enslaved to the slave-owning democratic urban plantation. Democrats
continue to make everyone pay for black families to be crippled by welfare
just as slave owners did in the south. It has put generations of black
families once again in an owned predicament that many of them cannot get
out of. Not only is the new Democrat enslaving black people once again in
order to own them, but they are also setting them up to be murdered and
kill each other daily. Democratic Presidents, from Jimmy Carter to Barack
Obama, have allowed inner-city black youth to kill each other by removing
the police and not allowing anyone to exercise any aggression against
aggressive, violent black youths, thus leaving them to the law of the jungle,
the survival of the fittest causing them to kill each other at alarming rates.
President Donald Trump has been the most effective president in modern
history other than Abraham Lincoln, to free these blacks from the grip of
democratic slave owners. Not only is the Democratic Party subjecting black

youths to unrestrained violence but they have promoted Planned
Parenthood slaughterhouses in poor black neighborhoods.
This is done deliberately to kill their unborn babies, falling in step with
the wishes of Planned Parenthood’s founder, Margaret Sanger. Sanger’s
dream was to eliminate the black race through abortion. The alarming
percentage of black babies killed every day makes the Holocaust look like
an innocent minor mistake. And what is more disturbing than this is that
most seeker-sensitive churches will not display the atrocities of abortion nor
will many of them petition or allow petitions to circulate in their
congregations. Wow! Does the church sound and look like politics instead
of the church? Many large churches look and mimic a nightclub
atmosphere instead of a well-lit, happy place to attend. I remember when,
as a young man in college, my friends and I would go to the discotheques
where there were flashing lights, smoke machines, and the inability to see
anyone next to you.
Many churches I have visited now look like this. Just recently, a friend
invited my wife and me to a big megachurch in Boulder, Colorado. I
immediately was taken back to the nightclub disco days. Loud rock music,
strobe lights, and the bar ambiance. Not that I am against upbeat music
and a more modern setting, but a nightclub atmosphere? This same church
introduced its new men’s group, which met in a bar for Bible study. The
new program is called, Bible on Tap. I am not kidding. In the same church
that has Bible on Tap, there is also a twelve-step program for alcoholics.
This is all part of the marketing of religion and false Bible teaching in
context that truly changes behavioral flaws. This is all smothered with a
timidity to not upset the evil plaguing our country today. This is also all
done for the sole purpose of making money and being significant. We have
preachers making thousands of dollars off a conspiracy theory that the
symbol on our one-dollar bill I just mentioned above is called the Illuminati.
They teach that this is a cult symbol of a new world order that will lead us
all to the apocalypse. This is absurd. There have been many new world
orders throughout the Bible. Noah was part of a new world order. Joseph in
Egypt started a new world order. Moses introduced and enacted a new
world order by introducing the law. Jesus Christ caused and created the
most significant new world order that no other kingdom will ever be able to
topple. And our Founding Fathers created a new world order that birthed
the most powerful and wealthiest nation on earth.

In conclusion, I continue to welcome God’s new world orders and
reject the fear tactics and false prophets of religions filled with holy crap
that abounds. I reject the old Catholic scare tactics that imprisoned Galileo
because he said the world was round and the sun did not rotate around the
earth but the earth rotated around the sun (heliocentric). The ignorant
Catholic interpretation of scripture labeled Galileo a heretic. So, in turn, I
am sure I will be labeled a heretic by the religious establishment. Our
country needs a revival of truth, not emotional religion that produces
nothing but holy crap.

